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Abstract
Oxidation of liquid aluminum (Al) during processing is a widely known problem, and magnesium (Mg),
as a common alloying element increases the oxidation rate of the alloy. It has been established that
small additions of CO2 ( 4 %) in an oxidizing atmosphere have significant inhibiting effect on the rate
of oxidation of Al alloys 5182 (AlMg4.5Mn0.4) and 6016 (AlSi1.2Mg0.4) discs based on oxide layer
thickness and mass gain when heat treated at 750 °C for 7 h. The phases present in the oxide layers for
each alloy have now been identified and compared with discs heated in synthetic air and argon (Ar)
under the same experimental conditions. The XRD analyses revealed the presence of MgO for all Al
alloy 5182 discs, in addition to MgAl2O4 and Al2O3 when heated in synthetic air, and Mg2C3 when
heated in the mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2. The low-Mg containing Al alloy 6016 revealed the
presence of MgAl2O4 for all discs, in addition to MgO when heat treated in the mixed cover gas
containing 4 % CO2, as well as Al2O3 when heated in Ar. For both alloys, Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) combined with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy and Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EDS-EELS) analyses revealed that the mixed cover gas also resulted in a nanometer thin
amorphous C layer, never previously detected, on top of the thin nanocrystalline MgO layer, retarding
the evaporation of Mg and inhibiting the oxidation rate for both alloys.
Introduction
Aluminum (Al) and its alloys are a necessity in modern society and as today’s second most important
metal, Al is on its road to becoming an even more sustainable and renewable material[1]. Challenges
related to production and processing of Al, i.e. oxidation and metal loss, have been a topic of interest
for over a century[2] and several studies have been carried out trying to understand the overall
mechanisms of oxidation of Al and typical alloying elements such like Mg[2–4]. Even the behavior and
onset of breakaway oxidation leading to the formation of less protective phases such as spinel
(MgAl2O4) in the case of Mg-containing Al alloys, have been studied in detail[2–4].
Inhibition of oxidation by CO2
Literature contains several studies in regard to inhibition of the oxidation of Al, as well as how the rate
of oxidation may be delayed and hindered[5–7]. Based on these studies, it has been established that the
chemical composition and the oxidizing atmosphere are parameters influencing the system. An example
is the case of Al-Mg alloys, where it has been established that the Mg content influences the rate and
extent of oxidation, which may be inhibited if the oxidation step forming MgO is retarded[8–10].
It is a well-known fact that as the Gibbs energy of formation for MgO is lower than for Al2O3, the
oxygen present in the atmosphere generates MgO as the stable phase. It was, however, demonstrated
by Smith et al. in 2019 that small additions of CO2 in the oxidizing atmosphere of Al-Mg systems had
a significant influence in regards to the rate of oxidation[10]. It was observed in their study that the CO2

in the cover gas was adsorbed on top of the MgO layer formed on the surface of the Al-Mg alloy,
preventing further diffusion of Mg through the MgO layer, hence, inhibiting the rate of oxidation[10].
Similarly, CO2 have been studied and found to have an important role in aqueous solutions, preventing
oxidation and corrosion of Mg alloys due to the formation of insoluble products acting like a protecting
film on the surface[11].
Several mechanisms for how the CO2 and MgO surfaces interact have been proposed, and the behavior
of CO2 when physiosorbed, e.g. adsorbed to the surface by van der Waals forces at an already existing
MgO surface, has also been investigated by Tosoni et al.[12]. Based on their founds, they suggest that
a carboxylate complex or a carbonate, i.e., CO2⁻ or CO32⁻, may be the compounds present on the MgO
surface. Alkali earth metal oxides in general, e.g. MgO and CaO, have been reported to be suitable
recipients to CO2[13], however, only for specific crystal orientations, e.g. orientation (100) in the case
of MgO.
The present authors have previously studied the oxidation steps experienced by Al-Mg alloys in the
casthouse during Al production, by exposing high- and low- Mg-containing alloys to different cover
gases in controlled laboratory environments[9]. In this study, Al discs of the alloys 5182
(Al4.5Mg0.4Mn) and 6016 (Al1.2Si0.4Mg), were heat treated at 750 °C for 7 h in three different cover
gases: ⅰ) 80 % synthetic air and 20 % Ar, ⅱ) 99.999 % Ar and ⅲ) 4 % CO2, 76 % synthetic air and 20 %
Ar, referred to as synthetic air, Ar, and mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2, respectively[9]. For each
alloy, three parallel disc samples were heat treated and later analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM), Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and Electron Probe Micro Analyses (EPMA) to
identify the surface morphology and the microstructure of the cross sections, as well as the chemical
composition of the cross sections.
For the discs heat treated in synthetic air, MgAl2O4 was established to have been formed in the case of
the high Mg-containing Al alloy 5182, and MgO together with MgAl2O4 for the low Mg-containing Al
alloy 6016. When heat treated in pure Ar, however, a change in the elements present was observed for
the Al alloy 5182 as only MgO was found to have been formed, however, both MgO and MgAl2O4 for
the Al alloy 6016 were still present. For the disc samples heat treated in the mixed cover gas containing
4 % CO2, a clear interphase in between the top layers was difficult to establish. It was, however, revealed
higher concentrations of Mg and O close to the disc sample surfaces for both alloys, and it was
confirmed that additions of small amounts of CO2 in an oxidizing atmosphere had an inhibiting effect
in regard to mass gain, as well as for the oxide layers thicknesses. It was challenging to investigate the
overall mechanism of the inhibiting effect of the CO2 and where the C had deposited due to the Cbonded chemicals in the epoxy resin used during sample preparations, see Fig. 1a. In the present study,
other characterization techniques will therefore be applied trying to study how the CO2 behaves for both
Al alloy systems.
Experimental procedure
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
All heat treated Al discs from previous work[9] of both alloys were examined by a D8 A25 DaVinci XRay Diffractometer (Bruker, Billerica, Ma, USA) to verify and confirm the previously obtained results
by micrographic analyses. The oxidized discs were mounted in a deep sample holder with the use of
clay, and it was made sure that the surface was parallel to the edge of the sample holder, see Fig. 1b-d.
Monochromatic CuKα photons with a wavelength of λ=1.54060 Å was used during the XRD scans.
Each diffraction pattern was acquired with a step size of 0.013° and covered scattering angles 2θ over
the range from 10-85°. The TOPAS (v5, Bruker Billerica, Ma, USA) software was used for the
refinement of the results, using the Powder Diffraction Files (PDFs) from the ICDD-4+PDF-database.

Fig. 1 : Sample preparation of heat treated Al alloy discs, where (a) show a cross section of a disc mounted in epoxy resin,
and (b)-(d) show a sample mounted by clay in a deep sample holder (inner diameter 45 mm), seen from above, the side, and
at an angled view.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
The Al discs heat treated in the mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2, were further examined with the
aim of identifying the role of CO2 and its inhibiting effect on the rate of oxidation of Al alloys 5182 and
6016.
To avoid sample charging in the dual-beam Focused Ion Beam (FIB), a Cressington sputter coater was
used to deposit a thin electrically conducting layer of Pt-Pd (80:20) on top of the Al alloy 5182 disc.
No pre-coating was applied for the Al alloy 6016 disc sample. Subsequently, a Helios G4 UX FIB (FEI,
Hillsboro, Or, USA) was used to prepare the TEM lamellae. The oxidized discs from both alloys were
coated with two layers of C, of which the first layer was made by electron beam assisted deposition,
and the second by Ga+ ion-beam assisted deposition. An accelerating voltage of 30 kV was initially
applied during the coarse thinning. Final thinning was first done at 5 kV, before decreasing the voltage
stepwise to 2 kV of either side of the TEM lamellae to minimize surface damage. Due to the
characteristics of the precursor gas used during the carbon deposition, i.e. Naphthalene (C10H8), the
amorphous carbon-hydrogen composite layer is easily to distinguish from any pure C layer that may
originate from the CO2 atmosphere.
A double spherical aberration corrected Cold FEG JEOL ARM200FC microscope (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan), operated at 200 kV was used for the TEM analyses. Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy
(EDS) and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) were applied simultaneously using the Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) mode. The light elements such as C and O were better
detected by EELS, while the heavier elements such as Al gave better results using the EDS. All STEM

images were taken using a High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) mode to secure both precision
and accuracy of the profiling.
Results and discussion
Characterization by XRD
A complete overview of the phases identified by XRD for both Al alloys 5182 and 6016 in the case of
all three cover gases used in the present study, is presented in Tab. 1. As can be seen from the table, the
XRD analyses confirms the observations from previous analyses obtained by EDS and EPMA reported
elsewhere by the present authors[9].
For the high Mg-containing Al alloy 5182 heat treated in synthetic air, MgO (magnesium oxide) and
MgAl2O4 (spinel), as well as Mg0.388Al2.408O4 (defect spinel) and Al2O3 (aluminum oxide) were
identified to have been formed, and cubic MgO crystals and Al when heat treated in Ar. It is believed
that for the disc sample heat treated in Ar, the oxidation process of MgO reached steady state conditions,
as the partial pressure of O2 was not sufficient to cause breakaway oxidation at 750 °C when the holding
time was restricted to 7 h, as seen for the disc sample heat treated in synthetic air. For the disc sample
heat treated in the mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2, cubic MgO crystals were identified to have
been formed by the XRD analysis, in addition to small amounts of Mg2C3 (magnesium carbide). It is in
this case believed that a rougher surface with clear defects might have caused splitting of the CO2
molecules and therefore caused Mg2C3 and O2 to further react with the Mg vacancies present in the
system forming other Mg, Al and O containing phases. It was, however, not identified neither MgAl2O4,
Mg0.388Al2.408O4 nor Al2O3 by the XRD to have been formed, which is believed to be due to the formation
of a protective C layer resulting from the CO2 present in the cover gas, delaying any diffusion of O2 and
potential oxidation reactions.
For the low Mg-containing Al alloy 6016 heat treated in synthetic air, only MgAl2O4 was identified to
have been formed, which is believed to be due to complete breakaway oxidation, i.e. the MgO from the
first oxidation step continues to oxidize with Al forming MgAl2O4. This correlates partly with previous
founds, as no mapped areas with only Mg and O indicating the formation of MgO, were reported from
Solem et al.[9]. When heat treated in Ar, however, MgO was detected together with MgAl2O4 and
Al2O3, indicating that the breakaway oxidation has partly occurred. For the disc sample heat treated in
the mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2, MgO and MgAl2O4 were identified to have been formed,
revealing the absence of magnesium carbides. It is believed that all of the small amounts of Mg present
in the alloy was oxidized and partly caused breakaway oxidation.
Further analysis of both Al alloys 5182- and 6016-discs heat treated in the mixed cover gas containing
4 % CO2 is necessary to investigate the oxide layers and phases present being formed in more detail,
and to explore the knowledge on the mechanism behind the formation and transformation between
phases.
Tab. 1 Phases identified by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) of aluminum (Al) alloys 5182 and 6016 heat treated in three different
cover gases.
Al
alloy
5182

6016

Cover gas
i) 80 % synthetic air, 20 % Ar
ii) 99.999 % Ar
iii) 4 % CO2, 76 % synthetic air, 20 % Ar
i) 80 % synthetic air, 20 % Ar
ii) 99.999 % Ar
iii) 4 % CO2, 76 % synthetic air, 20 % Ar

Al
x
x
x
x
x
x

MgO
x
x
x
x
x

Phases present
MgAl2O4
Mg0.388Al2.408O4
x
x

Al2O3
x

Mg2C3

x
x
x
x

x

Microscopy analyses through TEM
To further evaluate the phases present in the oxidized Al alloy discs 5182 and 6016 heat treated in the
mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2, FIB followed by TEM and EDS-EELS analyses was carried out.
In Fig. 2a the cross section lamella made by FIB of the high Mg-containing Al alloy 5182 disc is
presented. As can be seen from the figure, the deposited C layers, resulting from the sample preparation,
were identified together with the Pt/Pd coating used to avoid sample charging. When looking further at
the cross section of the sample itself, it is seen that there are MgO crystals (light gray crystals marked
by purple box and arrows) present in the Al bulk (dark gray areas marked by green box). Closer to the
surface, a dense, continuous nanocrystalline MgO layer can also be seen, confirming not only
previously reported EDS and EPMA results[9, 10], but also the presently obtained XRD results.

Fig. 2 Cross section of the Al alloy 5182 where (a) shows a secondary electron cross section SEM image of the disc sample
after preparation by Focused Ion Beam (FIB), and (b) bright field Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of the
interface between the amorphous C layer and the nanocrystalline MgO layer.

On top of the nanocrystalline MgO layer, a thin continuous layer of amorphous C, which has never been
previously observed, was detected, as seen in the TEM image in Fig. 2b, where the interface between
the amorphous C layer and the nanocrystalline MgO layer is marked with a white solid line. The same
C layer was found, but to a lesser extent for the low Mg-containing Al alloy 6016 disc. This correlates
well with founds reported by the present authors and others, where is has been believed that the CO2
present in an oxidizing atmosphere may be absorbed on top of MgO crystals, and form a protective
layer preventing further evaporation of the Mg and inhibiting the oxidation rate[10, 14].
STEM EDS-EELS analysis of the cross section was performed for both alloys to further evaluate the
elements present in the oxide layers, as well as the C-layer. A cross section of the Al alloy 5182 disc is
presented in Fig. 3a, showing the HAADF STEM image of the Al bulk (bottom grey area), the
nanocrystalline MgO layer covered by a continuous amorphous C layer, as well as the thin Pt/Pd-coating
(bright contrast layer on top of the amorphous C layer) and the protective C coating (black contrast due
to the combination of the light elements of C and H). A combination of EDS and EELS analyses was
used, where C, Mg and O were mapped by EELS and Al by EDS.
Fig. 3b-d show the EDS-EELS results of the mapped elements of interest for the Al alloy 5182 disc. As
can be seen in Fig. 3b from the mapping of C, a 40-100 nm continuous C layer is revealed close to and
at the surface of the sample. As the HAADF STEM imaging the contrast scale close to the atomic
number squared, and the fact that the carbon protection layer consists of a mixture of hydrogen and
carbon, the deposited C10H8 layer appears with a brighter contrast than the amorphous C layer that is
originating from the sample surface itself. The EELS analyses of Mg and O presented in Fig. 3c and
Fig. 3d, respectively, revealed the existence of a 200-400 nm thick layer of nanocrystalline MgO before

reaching the Al bulk as seen in Fig. 3e. A heterogeneous distribution of MgO particles was also found
to be present in the bulk of the disc sample.

Fig. 3 (a) High Angle Annular Dark Field Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF STEM) image of the oxide
layer of the Al alloy 5182 disc. The C (b), Mg (c), O (d) and Al (e) mappings are made from the EELS-EDS spectroscopy maps.
A combination of those various maps can be found in (f).

With respect to the amorphous C layer on top of the nanocrystalline MgO layer, a similar layered
structure was recognized for the low Mg-containing Al alloy 6016. A layer in the range of 15-120 nm
of the thin amorphous C layer was identified on the top of a 160-200 nm thin nanocrystalline MgO
layer. No individual MgO particles in the Al bulk were found to exist in the bulk of the disc sample,
however, large (≤ 2 μm) MgAl2O4 particles were found by STEM-EELS-EDS close to the MgO layer
as a discontinuous oxide layer.
Overall discussion
Based on the presently obtained XRD and TEM results, it is believed that the amorphous nanometer
thin C layer, identified to exist for both Al alloy discs after heat treated in a mixed cover gas containing

4 % CO2, has an inhibiting effect on the rate of oxidation of both Mg and Al. The overall Mg
concentration is also believed to play a key role in this process, as it clearly influences the thickness of
the oxide layer, as well as the phases eventually formed.
Fig. 3f summarizes the mapping of the Al alloy 5182 disc by color, where C, Mg, O and Al are
represented by the colors yellow, red, blue, and green, respectively, giving MgO the color of purple. As
can be seen from the figure, the presence of the nanocrystalline MgO layer, as well as the MgO particles
in the bulk, correlates well with the XRD results for the same sample, as only MgO was identified to
have formed during heat treatment in the mixed cover gas containing 4 % CO2. As for the Al alloy 6016
disc, MgAl2O4 was identified to have been formed by both XRD and TEM.
Moreover, the EELS analysis confirmed the formation of an amorphous nanometer-thin layer of C
covering the nanocrystalline MgO layer. It is believed that the standard sample preparation technique
applied and the use of epoxy resin containing C-bonded chemicals has made it difficult to identify the
presence of the C layer during earlier investigations.
In the case of the Al alloy 6016, it is believed that the lower Mg concentration resulted in the formation
of a thinner MgO layer. After reaching steady state conditions, the formation of MgAl2O4 took place,
i.e. breakaway oxidation, before the amorphous C layer inhibited any further oxidation of MgO. As for
the Al alloy 5182, the first oxidation step of Mg is believed not to have reached steady state before the
inhibiting C layer was established, thus, no breakaway oxidation was identified to exist. Based on this,
it is believed that for both Al alloys, the amorphous C layer formed on top of the MgO oxide layer
seems to inhibit the evaporation of Mg rather than Al, hence, delaying the overall rate of oxidation.
Conclusions
Oxidized discs of Al alloys 5182 (AlMg4.5Mn0.4) and 6016 (AlSi1.2Mg0.4), heat treated in a gas
mixture with 4 % CO2, 76 % synthetic air and 20 % Ar at 750 °C for 7 h, have been analyzed by XRD
and TEM to try to establish the inhibiting effect that CO2 has on the oxidation process. The analyses
revealed the presence of a 200-400 nm dense nanocrystalline MgO layer close to the surface of the high
Mg-containing Al alloy 5182, covered by a 40-100 nm amorphous C layer. MgO crystals were also
identified further into the Al bulk. Similar behavior was recognized for the low Mg-containing Al alloy
6016, having a nanocrystalline MgO layer of only 160-200 nm covered by a 15-120 nm thin amorphous
C layer. In this case, no MgO crystals were identified in the Al bulk of the disc sample, however, cubic
MgAl2O4 crystals were found close to the MgO layer resulting in a discontinuous oxide layer in between
the MgO layer and the Al bulk. In both cases, the amorphous C layer seems to hinder further evaporation
of Mg and delaying the rate of oxidation of Al and other alloying elements.
Future work
The oxidized Al alloy 6016 discs will be further analyzed to clarify if there is a direct link between the
Mg concentration and the thickness of the amorphous C- and nanocrystalline MgO layers, as indicated
by the TEM results of the present study. X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer (XPS) will also be used for
both alloys, i.e. Al alloys 5182 and 6016, to construct a depth profile through the oxide layer towards
the bulk. It is believed that this will allow a more detailed study of the C bonding in the amorphous
layer, as well as the magnesium carbides identified for the high Mg-containing Al alloy 5182. Even
further analysis and atomistic modelling will be performed to understand the mechanism of how the
CO2 interacts with the rough MgO surface.
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